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Aim of the workshop:
Bring together 

- nuclear physicists (EURISOL community),
- neutrino physicists (interested in superbeams and   

beta beams to study neutrino mixing),
- and machine scientists.

To determine the possible synergies between their respective projects

and hopefully propose coordinated design studies to Europe
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EXOTIC NUCLEI
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EURISOL
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The neutrino mixing matrix: 
3 angles and a phase  δδδδ 

  

 

Unknown or poorly known 
even after approved program:
θθθθ13 ,          phase δδδδ ,    sign of ∆∆∆∆m13

OR? 

∆∆∆∆m2
23= 3 10-3eV2

∆∆∆∆m2
12= 3 10-5 - 1.5 10-4 eV2νννν1111

νννν2222

νννν3333

νννν1111
νννν2222

νννν3333θθθθ23 (atmospheric) = 450 , θθθθ12 (solar) = 300 , θθθθ13 (Chooz) < 130
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∆∆∆∆m2
12= 3 10-5 - 1.5 10-4 eV2

∆∆∆∆m2
23= 3 10-3eV2
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=  ACP αααα sinθθθθ13131313  

    

  

++++ 

  

 solar term…

sinδδδδ  

    

  sin (∆∆∆∆m2
12 L/4E)   sin θθθθ12121212

… need large values of sin θθθθ12121212,,,,    ∆∆∆∆m2
12 (LMA) but *not* large sin2θθθθ13131313 

  

 

… need APPEARANCE  … P(ννννe→→→→ννννe) is time reversal symmetric (reactors or sun are out)
… can be large (30%) for suppressed channel (one small angle vs two large) 

at wavelength at which ‘solar’ (S)= ‘atmospheric’ (A) and for ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ , ννννττττ

… asymmetry is opposite for ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ and ννννe→→→→ννννττττ

P(ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ) - P(ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ)

P(ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ) + P(ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ) 

P(ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ) = ¦A¦2+¦S¦2 + 2 A S  sin δδδδ           

                      

           

P(ννννe→→→→ννννµµµµ) = ¦A¦2+¦S¦2 - 2 A S  sin δδδδ      

            

      

‘Solar’ (S)  -- ‘Atmospheric’ (A)
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-- Neutrino Factory --
CERN layout

µµµµ++++ →→→→ e+ ννννe ννννµµµµ

_

interacts
giving µµµµ++++

oscillates ννννe ↔↔↔↔ ννννµµµµ
interacts giving µµµµ−−−−

WRONG SIGN MUON

1016p/s

1.2 1014 µ/µ/µ/µ/s =1.2 1021 µ/µ/µ/µ/yr

3 1020 ννννe////yr
3 1020 ννννµµµµ////yr

0.9 1021 µ/µ/µ/µ/yr
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300 MeV νννν µµµµ  

    

  

Neutrinos

small contamination 
from ννννe (no K at 2 GeV!)

A large underground water Cerenkov (400 kton) 
UNO/HyperK is best choice
also : proton decay search, supernovae events solar and 
atmospheric neutrinos.

Possible step 0: Neutrino SUPERBEAM

Fréjus underground lab.
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Europe: SPL����Frejus
Gen

ev
e

Italy

130km

40kt
����400kt

CERN

SPL @ CERN
2.2GeV, 50Hz, 2.3x1014p/pulse 
�4MW
Now under R&D phase
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HERE : 250 MeV NEUTRINOS
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Far detector in second phase

Phase-I: Super-K
22.5kt (50kt)

Phase-II: 1,000 kt

limit to the size of large underground Water Cherenkov
detectors will be given by the difficulties of excavation. 
Max width is about 50-60 meters.=> increase high&length 
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µµµµ/e Background Rejection

e/mu separation directly related to granularity of coverage.
Limit is around 10-3 (mu decay in flight)  SKII coverage OKOK,  less maybe possible
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BETA Beam

new idea by P. Zucchelli 

produce 6He++, store, accelerate (100 GeV/u), store

Q=3.5078 MeV T/2  = 0.8067 s
pure anti-ννννe beam at ≈≈≈≈ 600 MeV

or:

++++νννν→→→→ eFNe e
18

9
18
10 pure ννννe beam at ≈≈≈≈ 600 MeV

oscillation signal: appearance of low energy muons 
no opposite charge neutrinos=> no need for magnetic detectors
little matter effects at these energies
water Cerenkov excellent for this too, same as for Superbeam.
seems feasible; but cost unknown so far.
Critical: duty cycle.                                           A nice *** idea to be followed up!

6He++ →→→→ 6666Li+++  ννννe e−−−−
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Beta Beam
(P. Zucchelli)

PS

SPS

Decay

RingISOL

target

SPL

ACCUMULATOR
PSPS

SPS

Decay

RingISOL

target

SPL

ACCUMULATOR

M. Lindroos et al.
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Combination of beta beam with low energy super beam
Unique to CERN:

need few 100 GeV accelerator (PS + SPS will do!)
experience in radioactive beams at ISOLDE

many unknowns: what is the duty factor that can be achieved? (needs < 10-3 )

combines CP and T violation tests 

ννννe →→→→ ννννµµµµ      

            

      

(ββββ+) (T)     ννννµµµµ 

  

 

→→→→ ννννe   (ππππ+)

(CP)

ννννe →→→→ ννννµµµµ      

            

      

(ββββ-) (T)     ννννµµµµ 

  

 

→→→→ ννννe   (ππππ-)

Can this work????
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Combination of Beta beam and superbeam is in the same ballpark of performance as neutrino factory …
(bewrare of systematics for low Energy neutrino events, though) 

M.Mezzetto, CERN workshop NNN02, january 2002

lowest LMA. 
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OUTCOME OF THE WORKSHOP

New ideas for the beta beam :
- Pulsed ECR source for easier bunching;
- Ne18 production multilplied by 3;
- Simultaneous operation with Ne18 and He6;
- Importance of low energy beta beams

Beta beams studies to be incorporated as an 
additional work package of EURISOL

Driver compatibility needs more studies 

An interdisciplinary community has 
emerged around the beta beam project 
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EURISOL

NUFACT (superbeam/neutrino factory)

isol production of 
rare ions

+betabeam acceleration to γγγγ 

  

 ==== 

  

 70707070 

  

 (CERN)

4 MW target station collection, horn

Cooling 
muon acceleration and 

storage + proton/H- driver 
nuclear-synergy group 

NA : BENE

Large cavern and UNO

proton driver  

Design studies (preliminary thoughts) 

Driver  

Post-accelerator

Mass separator

5 MW target Scientific instrumentation
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15 ms accelerated to 2.2 GeV
for spallation source   

3ms
2.2 GeV

for NuFact

20 ms

15 mA

3 mA

total power at 2.2 GeV 4 MW X 2 = 8 MW

ββββ beam
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Proposal by A.Müller

EURISOL:

NUFACT:

a litle group of people goes to brussels to talk to Brussels ans ask if the B-typ synergy is acceptable or not.

N normal working pages 

M normal working packages

N+1 Looks into production and post-aceleration of beta beam up to g= 70

M+1 looks into the synergy of SPL with the nuclear community
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Superbeam &  Beta Beam  cost estimates (NUFACT02)

Educated guess on possible costs USD/CHF 1.60
UNO 960 MCHF
SUPERBEAM LINE 100 MCHF
SPL 300 MCHF
PS UPGR. 100 MCHF
SOURCE (EURISOL), STORAGE RING 100 MCHF
SPS 5 MCHF
DECAY RING CIVIL ENG. 400 MCHF
DECAY RING OPTICS 100 MCHF

TOTAL (MCHF) 2065 MCHF
TOTAL (MUSD) 1291 MUSD

INCREMENTAL COST (MCHF) 705 MCHF
INCREMENTAL COST (MUSD) 441 MUSD


